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ABSTRACT

The random Qptunisaiion method typically uses a
Gaussian probability density function (PDF) to generate a
random search vector. In this paper the random search
technique is applied to the neural network training
problem and is modified to dynamically seek out the
optimal probability density funcuan (OPOF) from which
to select the search vector. The dynamic OPDF search
process, combined with an auto-adaptive stratified
sampling technique and a dynamic node architecture
(ONA) learning scheme, completes the modifications of
the basic method. The DNA technique determines the
appropriate number of hidden nodes needed for a given
training problem. By using DNA. researchers do not have
to sex the neural network architectures before training is
initiated. The approach is applied to networks of
generalized, fully interconnected, continuous perceptions.
Computer simulation results axe given.

3. INTRODUCTION

The application of artificial neural networks
requires naming these networks to perform pattern
classification or function mapping tasks. This training
process requires the near optimization of the network
iniemeural connections [1]. A new method for the
stochastic optimization of these interconnections and the
dcisnntnauan of the appropriate number of hidden nodes
fcr a given training problem ts presented in this paper (2].

Layered feed forward ANN (LFFANN) learning
us equivalent to multidimensional, nonlinear.
urtfcrtGnsvaiRcd cfDmtaucn. Optimization of 'this type
ts very complex for problems wih mere than a few

variables. Adi to *Jhis Use fan that few

network cost functions (energy, error, merit, objective) are
convex and LFFANN training techniques can be
considered intractable [3]. Since the solution to the neural
network training problem is not guaranteed tractable for
deterministic methods, it is logical to investigate stochasiic
optimization procedures, since stochastic optimization can
be very effective at obtaining solutions to otherwise
difficult or intractable problems [4-6],

The self-optimizing stochastic learning algorithm
(SOSLA) with DNA presented here optimizes the nodal
bias, gain, activation constants, and the usual
interconnection weights of each node in (he ANN. as well
as performing an optimization on the network architecture.
Optimizing the network architecture and the network error
cost function are therefore both training objectives.

2. NETWORK AND NODAL ARCHrTECTtTRES

The networks investigated here are described as
follows. A mapping M. which may be continuous or
discrete such that M{Xla) * X,.u , is modeled by a
network of layered nodes as shown in Fig. 1, where
x j T i i and
X w . * (Xi.i.u*.iju.-..^,.ijn.H*)T i s * e ouqjw vector,
corresponding to the output of the Ith layer of nodes; J{1)
and J(I+l) are the dimensions of ihe input and output
vectors, respectively; and n is the training set exemplar
number. Each node has the following input-output
relation (as shown in Fig. 2):
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Tfca uqwatelc parameter sets are t b l j , I g l J . ( M J
i w _ J , The cost function has the fonn,

ci»V)

where N is the number of training exemplars in the
tracing sei (a,.Q,.,J. The problem is to reconstruct ar

approximate the desired mapping 2,,,, such that
XD,.U = 2^(XxJ from (Q,,Q,.,J, where XD is the desired
output vector. There are, however, many solutions for M,
aU of which sausfy the training set 0 , . , , = M(Qt,). none of
which are necessarily the desired sotunan Q,,,, a Z,,,(Q,,»).

? STOCHASTIC LE.-VRNING NETWORKS

.An outline of the SOSLA is shown in Table I.
The challenge is to determine the best way to adapt the
sdrcuen criteria so itut the result is an increased
probability of a successful weight selection at future trials.

The sioehasuc cvaluauon 01 integrals procedure, along
with the theory of Monte Carlo importance funcuon

biasing, provides the OPDF from which to select future
esumaics of the weights (7]. Thus, learning is adapted by
the algorithm through the use of internal teaming
parameters that control the system dynamics by
continually updaung the system estimate of (he OPDF
supplied by the theory.

3.1. Nodal Optimization

Assuming an exact solution exists and is
realisable, then XD,.,,, s Z,,,(X, J where
2, = (A.xAj.^Aimi1 <s a vector function (hat describes the
desired acovauon of all the nodes in the network. In the
same manner, we define a new function Y,, such that

W3.JfLll.JK)
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Example network showing input, hidden, and output nodes, as wcil as indexing notation for the nodes.
activations, and weights. Note thai I = 2 in this example.
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where V, = (yj1u,yi*fc»">»yu(i>*)T» the desired output vcctoi
is XD, , U = ("d,.,,Ulxd,.,.u,,,.jid,.,w,,, lJ

T. Thus. *,.(J(X,
can be estimated as

where N, is the total number of y,. l j j t function evaluador
trials, each being yt,ij*M and Z j , i ( Q u W * X , . u is a
stochastic estimate of Z,'M(Q,jJ. In order to minimize
c(W), it is necessary to minimize the variance of the
estimate means. To this end Y,,,(W) could be gcner
stochastically and the integral could be found. However]
Y,.,(W) is as yci unknown; even if it were known, this
would be a tedious process at best. But since by
definition, and if it is assumed that all the weights axe
Fixed except one, then tor each node activation

dw'

and therefore, for each node, exemplar, and weight.

kl.
dw

Fig. 2. Enlarged generalization node showing the signal
flow path as well as each trainable parameter. Thus, an iteraiive technique can be devised in which

previous stochastic esumates of Z,., can be used to infer

Tab'.e 1. Outline of SOSLA method with DNA.

1. Make two initial random parameter set guesses and evaluate cfW) for each:
2. Store the best parameter sets, discard the sets with the largest c(W);
3. Make a small random change to each member of a parameter set and evaluate the cost function at this new timej

step. cs"0V). If cl""fW) < cfW) continue to 4. if not. go to 2:
Change the parameter selection criteria, f(W), based on information gained during step 3;
Apply the same, successful, parameter changes again. If cl*'(W) < c W go to 5, repeat a fueci number or"
if not. go to 2:
Cycle through steps. 1 through 5. for each adaptable parameter set, (bl,), (gl J , (kly), and ( w y j ;
If the network Seaming is slow, expand the network architecture by adding a node to the most important layer,
if the tctai cost is acceptable then reduce the network size by deleung the least important node:
If ikz network structure oscillates about a fixed architecture: stop, otherwise go to 2.

4,

s.

6.

8.
•a



future estimates that more closely approximate the desired
dw

Within the training set the value of Z,,,(XlvJ is
known as Q,,l4l = Z,.,(Q,,,). Therefore, Use siochisuc
evaluation of the integral can be dispensed with and ihe
cost function can be found in a more direct manner. The
form of the integral in Bj. (2) can ^c used to provide the
OPDF from which to select the weights.

For each node, exemplar, and weight.

if hfW) * 1.0 and f(W) is the derivative of F(W) with
respect to W. The last integral here is much easier to
evaluate than in Eq. (2) since this one is the integral of a
tool derivative. Substituting unity for h(W) yields
f(W) = y^(W). In order to produce a random variable R
with density function f(W). apply R^ = F(wyj,). This
can be rearranged to yield wyA = F'CR^. But F(W) is
also a function of X,a, FCw ĵ) = kl^
• {arctaniu^J/n • l/l\. This equation infers a different
random number distribution for each exemplar, which is
clearly inappropriate since the desired mapping is
independent of the exemplar number. A convenient way
to accommodate the dependence of F(W) on X u is to
average the value of X , over the training set to obtain X,.
Thus, F ( w ^ = kl.Jarctaiuu,.,)/* • 1/2). so.
K* - kl.j'ar«antuJ/« • 1/25. where RyA is a uniformly
distributed random number on the interval (0.1);
s^ = EI^J is the expected value of x ^ over the training
sec and u^ is the resulting nodai input found by using this
average in Eq. (1). Therefore, (he weights can be
sampled from the inverse of FCw.^, F'fR,^. This
approach samples from the enure domain of w ^ and will
Eead ta a large variance. The search domain can be
iimued to a stratification interval about the most recent
estimate, since to first order.

Each weight is then selected by

As the cost function decreases, the estimates of the desired
tninable parameters become betxen therefore, the estimate
of the opnnul sampling functions from which the
parameters are selected becomes more precise. In this
way the methodology adapts itself to best solve the
optimization task at hand.

3.2. Dynamic Node Architecture Theory

Since the appropriate number of hidden nodes is
unknown at the beginning of the training process, we use
a variable node architecture (8-9]. The network to be
trained is started with small numbers of nodes, and the
network size is increased or decreased until the network is
successful. EHmiaation of nodes with near-xero nodal
importance reduces computation time and aids
generalization.

The importance of a node is a function of the
outputs of the other nodes in the network. If a small
change in the value of a nodal input changes the ourpnt of
that node more than a similar change in the other inputs.
then the former input is more important to the dynamic
function of that node than the other inputs. Since the
input to any hidden node is the output of a node in the
layer below it, then the local importance of node {i-Uc\
with respect to node (ij) for a given exemplar n. can be
defined as

Ax.

The civ \nge in x,iA due to a change IP %,tai is

where f' is she derivative of F' with respect to x,j and dR1

represents a speculc random number selection ai time i.
After subsuuiDcn of d!R for dx. i>,t equauon yields



An estimate ot the importance oi any hidden node is
obtained by summing the effects of a change in the output
ot that node on the outputs of the nodes in the layer above
a. Thus,

**<

The importance of a network layer can be similarly
defined as the sum ai the importance of each node in the
layer of interest

4 COMPUTER SIMULATION RESULTS

In this example, a network is trained 10 map the
continuous function, output » 0,5 • cos(2n • input) * 05,
A training set of SO equally spaced inputs is used. The
SOSLA with DNA network is started as a 1 * 1 x I x 1
(one input, one output, and one node in each of two
hidden layers) network. The method then builds its own
network architecture as shown in Table 2, which shows
the typical oscillatory behavior of the DNA approach once
the algorithm has found a near-optimal network
architecture for the given problem. This oscillation is a
good indication that a reasonable ANN solution has been
obtained. At this point the training process can be stopped
and the architecture with the lowest error is selected as the
recall network. Notice that since the errors are tabulated
for the beginning of each cycle (BOO. the optimal
architecture in this case is 1 x 4 x 7 x 1.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A stochastic dynamic node architecture learning
scheme that vanes die number of hidden nodes in a
feedforward neural network during training is presented.
This new method minimizes both the cost function and the
number of nodes and interconnections in the network in
on auiD-adapavc wanner consistent with the learning
objective. Results show that the method can obtain the
appropriate network architecture for a given training task
en a systematic way. The method therefore eliminates the
need to use empirical rules of thumb to select network
architectures before mining.
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